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Loaded Mac and Cheese

•

Packaging

Description
Overview
The macaroni & cheese box is a staple
on grocery stores shelves. Outside of
surface graphics, it has remained largely
unchanged for years.
For this project, you are asked to consider
the shape and form, as well as the surface
graphics of the 6-sided carton. The existing
box is 3.5” wide by 7.125” tall by 1.25”
deep. You may decide to maintain the size
and orientation of the box on the shelf,
or you may want to reconsider the form,
as long as the total volume of the box
(3.5” x 7.125” x 1.25” = 31.172”) remains
the same. The package should remain a
rectilinear form and must contain all of
the existing content (weight, preparation
instructions, nutrition facts, etc.), although
you are asked to redesign all of the text and
graphics. You may choose to use the Kraft
brand logo or reimagine the brand. You
must design a series of three boxes (based
on variations such as noodle type, cheese,
etc.) that work together.
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Consider: Research existing brands, color,
form, shelf presence, imagery, typography,
design that wraps around surfaces.
What is due: Color comps, built to size and
properly photographed for presentation.
Process book showing documented
research, ideation, sketches, views of all
6 sides of final forms and professional
photography of final forms.
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Research
Shipping Containers
The smallest containers available, 10ft
containers are 10 feet long, 8 feet wide,
and have a height of 8.5 ft
16ft containers are 16 feet long, 8 feet
wide, and 8.5 feet tall
20ft containers come in at 20 feet long, 8.5
feet wide, and 8 feet tall
24ft containers are 8.5 feet tall, 8 feet wide,
and 24 feet long
The 40ft steel container is 40 feet long,
eight and a half feet tall, and eight feet
wide on its exterior
The 40ft high cube is a specialized
container used for storing either taller
objects or providing greater storage space

10’ Container

20’ Container

40’ Container

This container would

This container does

This size of container

be a good option to

a better job at

may be too long

stack more boxes on

resembling a classic

to be feasible for

top of each other,

shipping container,

the project. It could

but don’t resemble a

and would be optimal

be too long, and

shipping container as

macaroni isn’t typically

much as the 20’

very long

Wooden Containers
Wooden containers may be a better option
because of the overall look. It seems to
ring more nostalgic, and would give more
of an opportunity for texture. There is
also the addition of “fragile” stamps and
other similar decals that are often seen on
wooden crates rather than steel.
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Research
Food Subscription Services
There are plenty of subscription services
out there, so the Loaded Mac and Cheese
has to set itself apart in some ways. This is
either going to be done by marketing the
boxes as novelties, or creating a market for
gift giving through the mail. This is already
a prevalent tradition. Mothers send their
children “care packages” and friends buy
gifts directly from Amazon nowadays. This
shows that there definitely is a market for
this kind of thing, but the marketing for the
Loaded Mac and Cheese still needs to have
something more to offer than the other
services out there.
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Sketches
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Sketches
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Branding
Typography Options

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED

LOADED LOADED
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Branding
Logo
The logo for “Loaded” Mac and Cheese
is meant to be reminiscent of shipping
containers for the outer packaging. This
would be a noticeable logo that wouldn’t
give away the interior branding of the
packaging. The interior boxes would be
treated differently than the exteriors. They
would be fashioned to look like the wooden
crates mentioned earlier, and will fit inside
of the stainless steel containers.
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Branding
Considered Colors
The considered colors for the project were
initially meant to be darker hues of red and
orange, to reflect the shipping containers
colors. One implementation of the color
used a darker yellow, to portray a mixture
of the container color and common color of
mac and cheese packaging.

Chosen Colors
The colors for the packaging are meant
to reference the red color of shipping
containers, but also to keep true to the
colors of macaroni and cheese. This brings
the color palette to a mixture between the
two, with some oranges and reds for the
shipping containers, but also oranges and
yellows can reference the cheese and the
noodles from the food.
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Branding
Flavors
The flavors for the mac and cheese are
based upon the idea of travel or transport,
so naturally they should all be focused on a
different area of the world or the US. Since
they are focused on logistics, this brings
the branding into question. The larger
containers that house the smaller boxes
should not have any specific branding
except for the stamp of the overall brand.
The smaller boxes on the interior will have
the more specific flavored branding.

List of Flavors
Texas Toast
New York Pizza
• Kentucky BBQ
•
•
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Initial Designs
Crate Template
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Initial Designs
Container Template
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Initial Designs
Container Design
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Ingredients
ENRICHED MACARONI (WHEAT
FLOUR, DURUM FLOUR,
NIACIN, FERROUS SULFATE
[IRON], THIAMIN
MONONITRATE [VITAMIN B1],
RIBOFLAVIN [VITAMIN B2],
FOLIC ACID); CHEESE SAUCE MIX
(WHEY, MILKFAT, MILK
PROTEIN CONCENTRATE, SALT,
SODIUM TRIPHOS
PHATE, CONTAINS LESS THAN
2% OF CITRIC ACID,
LACTIC ACID, SODIUM
PHOSPHATE, CALCIUM
PHOSPHATE, WITH PAPRIKA,
TURMERIC, AND ANNATTO
ADDED FOR COLOR, ENZYMES,
CHEESE CULTURE).

TRACKYOURMAC.COM

NET WT 7.25 OZ (205g)

Loaded Mac and Cheese offers a fun way
to prepare dinner. From the East Coast to
the West Coast, we offer flavors that will
suit any taste buds. Try our monthly
subscription service, and see where your
dinner is coming from! For more
information about your mac, visit us at:

PLEASE
RECYCLE
Loaded Mac and Cheese, Inc.
- Northbrook IL 60062

Call 1-800-922-7455 with
any comments or questions

4

Enjoy!
Alone, or with friends!

1

Boil water
Stir in macaroni,
Cook for 7-9 Min.

2

Drain noodles,
Return to pot

3

Add milk,
Butter, mix well

Cooking Instructions:
1/2 Cup Milk
6 Cups Water
1/2 TBSP Butter

You will need:

Crate Design

Initial Designs
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Enjoy!
Alone, or with friends!

1

Boil water
Stir in macaroni,
Cook for 7-9 Min.

2

Drain noodles,
Return to pot

3

Add milk,
Butter, mix well

Cooking Instructions:
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4

Enjoy!
Alone, or with friends!

1

Boil water
Stir in macaroni,
Cook for 7-9 Min.

2

Drain noodles,
Return to pot

3

Add milk,
Butter, mix well

Cooking Instructions:
1/2 Cup Milk
6 Cups Water
1/2 TBSP Butter

You will need:

Crate Design

Initial Designs

Initial Designs
Front

Left

Back

Right

Top

Bottom
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Track Your Mac App
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Final Designs
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Description
Overview
The goal of this project was to pick a
company with sub-par branding and
complete an overhaul of their logo and
other branding elements. The student
is to choose three possible companies,
and create new logos, stationary designs,
magazine advertisements, website designs,
and choose 3 other additional branding
elements. The goal of the project is for
the student to develop a brand that has a
unique identity that has a clearly unified set
of brand guidelines and designs.
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Research
History

Mission

Logo

The Orbital Team is comprised of engineers
including Aero Structures, Aero
Controls, Mechanical, Electrical, Analog,
Firmware, Materials Science, and Electrical
Systems engineers. This diversity, along
with decades of engineering expertise,
allows the Orbital Team to attack
challenging integration and other
development problems.
Orbital Research Inc is important to the
progression of aeronautics. They are an
example of a company that cares about
science before the profit, as well. They’ve
built a state of the art research and
development facility in Cleveland without
much of a budget. Orbital Research Inc is
important to the progression of aeronautics.
They are an example of a company that
cares about science before the profit, as
well. They’ve built a state of the art research
and development facility in Cleveland
without much of a budget.

The original logo for Orbital Research
edges of the globe also impede the design,
and are used famously in AT&T’s logo. This
creates an unoriginal design that has too
much going on.

The original logo for Orbital Research Inc
lacks good design qualities. The logo is
relevant to the company, however it has too
many small details that could be simplified.
Some of these elements are the space ship,
which could be conveyed using a simpler
shape. The jagged edges of the globe also
impede the design, and are used famously
in AT&T’s logo. This creates an unoriginal
design that has too much going on.
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Branding
Chosen Colors
The chosen colors are modified versions
of the original colors used by Orbital
Research. This decision was made to keep
a portion of the design true to the original
company, but utilize a much needed
overhaul. The color was modified from a
very saturated cyan which only looks good
on screens, to a more subdued and soft
blue that still holds up when printed.
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Branding
Considered Typefaces
The typefaces considered were all sansserif, because the branding of the company
is meant to be modern and sleek. For
this reason, the typefaces were chosen
by readability, and rounded letterforms.
Helvetica was considered because of it’s
different weights, and the range of weights
would assist hierarchy on the stationary.

Helvetica Bold

Century Gothic Pro Bold

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Helvetica Light

Century Gothic Pro

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Chosen Typefaces
The original typeface for Orbital Research
inc. didn’t seem appropriate for the work
that they perform. This is a company
about preparing for the future, enhancing
technology, and exploring places people
have never been. Avenir is a much more
modern typeface that fits the rest of the
brand well, and provides a nice identity that
the rest of the brand can follow.

Avenir Next Heavy
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Avenir Next Regular
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Avenir Next Ultra Light
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
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Logo Development
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Logo Development
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Logo Specifications
Logo
The proposed logo still speaks for what
the company stands for, but does so with
simplicity and impact. The shape of the
O is recognizable on its own, but also
compliments the rest of the typography
when used as a logotype combination. The
logo shows the movement of the company
through a more integrated method, rather
than using a rocket of some sort. The
proposed logo is more scalable than the
original logo as well.

Exclusion Zone

The minimum exclusion zone margin for the
company logo is based on the dimensions of the
capital “L” that is used in the typography.

The logo for the company requires ample
space around it so that all of the designs
have a cohesive look and feel. The capital L
of the logo is used as a spacing guideline,
and can be placed on each side of the
logo, using the thickness of the letter to
gauge if a design has enough spacing. The
exclusion zone can be modified if necessary
for the design.
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Logo Specifications
Unapproved Logo Usage

Approved Logo Usage

The logo is only to be used in approved
methods. These methods are indicated by
the top section on the right. The logo can
also be used in certain other scenarios, as
long as the use is approved. The bottom
section on the right indicates a few of the
ways the logo should not be used. These
are only a few of the unnaproved ways.

B/W Full Logo

B/W “O”

White/Blue Full Logo

White/Blue “O”

Incorrect Colors

Skewing/warping

Unapproved Logo Usage
Smaller than 1” wide
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Stationary Designs
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T
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Digital Designs

Our Plans for 2020
A comprehensive look at what we

Email template

are manufacturing this year

Read More

See our teams
development logs:
Website

Catalog

Contact

Our Plans for 2020
A comprehensive look at what we
are manufacturing this year

September 15
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manufacturing facilities

Nov 12

New simulation tech
used in our testing
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4415 Euclid Avenue, Suite 500
Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Orbital Research, Inc. © 2020
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Website Design
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Poster

innovating for the future
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Additional Items
Magazine Advertisement
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Additional Items
Laser Cut Business Cards
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Additional Items
Employee Identification Badge
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Additional Items
Animated Logo

1

2

3

4

5

6

The animated logo can be seen at this link:
https://vimeo.com/482433742
The animation was created to accompany
advertising, taking notes from the rest of
the design qualities for the branding.
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Keep
the net
neutral.

Keep the Net Neutral

•

Typography 3

Research
What is Net Neutrality?

The Problem

Solution

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and
open, enabling anyone to share and access
information of their choosing without
interference from companies like AT&T,
Comcast and Verizon.
Net Neutrality democratizes media making
and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence
of Net Neutrality protections, media
consolidation will only accelerate the
silencing of voices that are independent,
diverse and responsive to the community.

On December 14, 2017, the FCC’s
Republican majority approved Chairman
Ajit Pai’s plan to remove Net Neutrality.
Without Net Neutrality, ISPs can block
speech and prevent people from speaking
freely online and performing other tasks.

The solution to this issue is bringing more
attention to the movement made by Free
Press. Many people forgot about the
protest for net neutrality, and because of
this, they may not even know that their
connections are being tampered with. By
spreading awareness, people may help.

A Company like AT&T can:
Block or degrade access to online video
services it doesn’t own. This would make
it harder, or slower, to access services like
Hulu, Netflix or YouTube, and easier to
access HBO, which AT&T now owns.
• Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,
which includes CNN, the Turner cable
networks and the Warner Bros. movie
studios. It can do this by speeding
up access to this content
• Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company
to charge new entrants to the media
marketplace for access to its customers,
turning the internet into something like
cable TV or pay per view.
•
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Privacy
Social-media companies, internet service
providers and online advertising companies
all mine our personal information for
profit. They use this information to exploit
poor communities, offering different
opportunities and pricing depending on
your ZIP code. They track search histories
and map individuals’ networks of friends,
selling that data to the highest bidder.
Corporations and government are
increasingly joining forces. If we don’t take
steps to keep them in check, our online
privacy will only continue to erode, putting
the most vulnerable populations at even
greater risk of losing online rights.

Free Press
Free Press closely watches as the decisions
shaping the media landscape are made and
sounds the alarm when people’s rights to
connect and communicate are in danger.
They focus on saving Net Neutrality,
achieving affordable internet access for all,
uplifting the voices of people of color in
the media, challenging old and new media
gatekeepers to serve the public interest,
ending unwarranted surveillance, defending
press freedom and re-imagining journalism.
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Creative Brief
Client

Goal

Free Press and the Free Press Action Fund
Free Press is a leading advocate of the
net neutrality movement. They use
their website (FreePress.com) to spread
awareness and information and they create
petitions and use donations for awareness.

The main goal of the campaign is to reverse
the decision made by the FCC to repeal
the net neutrality laws. The secondary goal
of the campaign is to spread awareness of
the issues with this subject.

Net Neutrality
Net neutrality is a group of laws that were
repealed in 2017 when the president
appointed a new chairman of the FCC. Net
neutrality stops internet providers from
throttling and blocking certain websites and
services. It protects user freedom and small
businesses on the internet.

Situational Analysis
Internet Service Providers are able to
throttle a consumer’s internet connections
and block certain content. This is a poor
system, as it increases the likelihood that
providers will increase speed on their own
products, and throttle the connections for
competition. In addition, small businesses
and startups won’t share their products as
efficiently, because they may not be able to
afford the price of faster internet.

Typography 3
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Mandatories
Free Press Logo
• Web address
• Call to action
• One public transportation application
• One USB drive or promotional item
•

Audience

Budget

The primary audience is younger adults with
an interest in technology, with an emphasis
on people age 18–25 in the US, where FCC
regulations apply.

$3000
120 Hours at 25$/Hr

Call to Action

Research
Sketching
Digitals		
Refinements
Finals		
Mockups

After informing the public about the issue,
the call to action is signing a petition on
FreePress.com or making a donation to the
action fund, also helping in any way.

Budget Details
15 Hrs
25 Hrs
30 Hrs
15 Hrs
25 Hrs
10 Hrs

Deliverables
One poster
• Three full page print advertisements
• Website landing page
• One public transportation application
• One USB drive or promotional item
•
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Inspiration
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Sketches
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Sketches
Sketches

Nicholas Paolucci Process Book Typography III
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Branding
Considered Colors
Red, white, and blue were considered
to encourage a patriotic feeling of the
campaign and to associate the campaign
with America’s freedoms.
A light blue and white were also used for
some of the digital roughs, because of the
colors of the Free Press logo.
White and a mint green were also
considered because of the association to
the statue of liberty. This pairing was also
used to associate a less intense color with
the campaign, for neutrality.

Chosen Colors
A dark grey and the same mint green were
used in the final. The idea behind the color
scheme was that it still relates to liberty
and the neutral green, and the darker gray
translates as a symbol of technology, as
black and green are commonly used to
denote the types of technology that would
be affected by removing these laws.
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Branding
Considered Typefaces
The campaign consisted of sans serif
typefaces to look more modern, and relate
to newer technology more. Aktiv Grotesk
was considered because of it’s readability
and ability to act as a headline typeface as
well. Helvetica was considered as a display
typeface for its structured look. Bodoni was
considered as an alternative for some of the
layouts, but wasn’t used past the second
round of digital roughs.

Aktiv Grotesk Bold

Bodoni URW Medium

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Aktiv Grotesk Medium

Helvetica Bold

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Basic Gothic Pro Bold

Aktiv Grotesk Medium

Chosen Typefaces
Basic Gothic Pro was chosen as the display
typeface because its edges were not as
sharp as some of the other typefaces. This
trait was chosen because the goal of the
campaign was to invite people to read
more about the issue.
Aktiv Grotesk was used for the body copy,
because at a smaller size it was slightly
more readable than Basic Gothic Pro was,
but still held the same basic forms.
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AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Basic Gothic Pro Medium
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Basic Gothic Pro Light
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
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Initial Designs

Keep
the net
neutral.

Neutrality
and justice for all.

It’s one of your freedoms
Keep the net neutral.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free
and open— enabling anyone to share and

A Company like AT&T can:

interference from companies like AT&T,

and open— enabling anyone to share and

•

Comcast and Verizon.

access information of their choosing without

Block or degrade access to online video

A Company like AT&T can:
•

services it doesn’t own. This would make

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

Block or degrade access to online video
services it doesn’t own. This would make

access information of their choosing without

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free

it harder, or slower, to access services
like Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier
to access HBO, which AT&T now owns.

interference from companies like AT&T,

it harder, or slower, to access services

and ensures that internet service providers

Comcast and Verizon.

like Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier

can’t block online speech. In the absence

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

to access HBO, which AT&T now owns.

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence

•

•

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding
up access to this content or providing

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

diverse and responsive to community

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

concerns.

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding

diverse and responsive to community

up access to this content or providing

concerns.

financial incentives to its customers to

financial incentives to its customers to
access it.
•

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to

access it.

charge new entrants to the media mar•

ketplace for access to its customers—

Leveraging its market position as the

turning the internet into something like

world’s biggest telecom company

cable TV.

to charge new entrants to the
media marketplace for access to its
customers— turning the internet into
something like cable TV.

This is your flag, but it won’t load
because your internet provider is
slowing down your connection to
competitors websites.

Keep
the net
Neutral.

No Neutralit y
No Liber t y
Vote to save Net
Neutrality rules
Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open— enabling
anyone to share and access information of their choosing without

Keep the net neutral.

interference from companies like AT&T, Comcast and Verizon.
Net Neutrality democratizes media making and ensures that
internet service providers can’t block online speech. In the
absence of Net Neutrality protections, media consolidation will

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free

only accelerate the silencing of voices that are independent,

and open— enabling anyone to share and

diverse and responsive to community concerns.

access information of their choosing without

A Company like AT&T can:
•

Block or degrade access to online video
services it doesn’t own. This would make
it harder, or slower, to access services

interference from companies like AT&T,

like Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier

Comcast and Verizon.

to access HBO, which AT&T now owns.

Net Neutrality democratizes media making
and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence

•

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding
up access to this content or providing

diverse and responsive to community

financial incentives to its customers to

concerns.

access it.
•

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to
charge new entrants to the media marketplace for access to its customers—
turning the internet into something like
cable TV.
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Initial Designs

×

!
Your image won’t load because your internet provider is
slowing down your connection to competitor’s websites.

Keep
the net
neutral.

Keep
the net
neutral.

It’s one of your freedoms

It’s one
of your
freedoms

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free
and open— enabling anyone to share and

A Company like AT&T can:
•

Block or degrade access to online video

access information of their choosing without

services it doesn’t own. This would make

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free

interference from companies like AT&T,

it harder, or slower, to access services

and open— enabling anyone to share and

Comcast and Verizon.

like Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier

access information of their choosing without

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

to access HBO, which AT&T now owns.

interference from companies like AT&T,
Comcast and Verizon.

and ensures that internet service providers
Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

and ensures that internet service providers

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

can’t block online speech. In the absence

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding

of Net Neutrality protections, media

diverse and responsive to the community.

up access to this content or providing

consolidation will only accelerate the

financial incentives to its customers to

silencing of voices that are independent,

access it.

diverse and responsive to community

can’t block online speech. In the absence

•

concerns.
•

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to
charge new entrants to the media marketplace for access to its customers—
turning the internet into something like
cable TV.

About

News

Keep
the net
neutral.
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Donate

Petition

About

News

Donate

Petition

Keep the net
neutral.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open—

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open—

it democratizes media making and ensures that internet
service providers can’t block online speech. In the absence
of Net Neutrality protections, media consolidation will only
accelerate the silencing of voices that are independent,
diverse and responsive to community concerns.

it democratizes media making and ensures that internet
service providers can’t block online speech. In the absence
of Net Neutrality protections, media consolidation will only
accelerate the silencing of voices that are independent,
diverse and responsive to community concerns.

Help us petition!

Sign our petition!

E-mail Address

E-mail Address

Zip Code

Zip Code
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Initial Designs
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No neutrality?
No liberty.

!

!

This is your flag. It won’t load because your internet provider is
slowing down your connection to competitors websites.

Keep
the net
neutral.

Your flag won’t load because your internet provider is
slowing down your connection to competitors websites.

Keep the net neutral.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet
free and open— enabling anyone to

I t’s o ne o f yo u r f re e do ms

share and access information of
their choosing without interference
from companies like AT&T, Comcast

Keep the net neutral.
I t’s one of your freed oms

and Verizon.
Net Neutrality democratizes media

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free

making and ensures that internet

A Company like AT&T can:

and open— enabling anyone to share and

service providers can’t block
online speech. In the absence of
Net Neutrality protections, media
consolidation will only accelerate
the silencing of voices that are

•

Block or degrade access to online video

access information of their choosing without

services it doesn’t own. This would make

interference from companies like AT&T,

it harder, or slower, to access services like

Comcast and Verizon.

Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier to ac-

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

cess HBO, which AT&T now owns.

and ensures that internet service providers

independent, diverse and responsive

can’t block online speech. In the absence

to community concerns.

•

of Net Neutrality protections, media

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,
which includes CNN, the Turner cable

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding up

diverse and responsive to community

access to this content or providing financial

concerns.

incentives to its customers to access it.
•

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to charge
new entrants to the media marketplace
for access to its customers— turning the
internet into something like cable TV.

Keep
the net
neutral.
It’s one of your freedoms
Net Neutrality keeps the internet free
and open— enabling anyone to share and

A Company like AT&T can:
•

Block or degrade access to online video

access information of their choosing without

services it doesn’t own. This would make

interference from companies like AT&T,

it harder, or slower, to access services
like Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier

Comcast and Verizon.

to access HBO, which AT&T now owns.

Net Neutrality democratizes media making
and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence

•

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding

diverse and responsive to community

up access to this content or providing

concerns.

financial incentives to its customers to
access it.
•

This is your flag, but it won’t load
because your internet provider is

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to

slowing down your connection to

charge new entrants to the media mar-

competitors websites.

ketplace for access to its customers—

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free
and open— enabling anyone to share and

A Company like AT&T can:
•

Block or degrade access to online video

access information of their choosing without

services it doesn’t own. This would make

interference from companies like AT&T,

it harder, or slower, to access services like

Comcast and Verizon.

Hulu, Netflix or YouTube— and easier to ac-

Net Neutrality democratizes media making

cess HBO, which AT&T now owns.

and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence

•

Prioritize AT&T’s vast new media library,

of Net Neutrality protections, media

which includes CNN, the Turner cable

consolidation will only accelerate the

networks and the Warner Bros. movie

silencing of voices that are independent,

studios. It can do this by either speeding up

diverse and responsive to community

access to this content or providing financial

concerns.

incentives to its customers to access it.
•

Leveraging its market position as the
world’s biggest telecom company to charge
new entrants to the media marketplace
for access to its customers— turning the
internet into something like cable TV.

Keep
the net
neutral.
It’s one
of your
freedoms
Net Neutrality keeps the internet free
and open— enabling anyone to share and
access information of their choosing without
interference from companies like AT&T,
Comcast and Verizon.
Net Neutrality democratizes media making
and ensures that internet service providers
can’t block online speech. In the absence
of Net Neutrality protections, media
consolidation will only accelerate the
silencing of voices that are independent,
diverse and responsive to community
concerns.

turning the internet into something like
cable TV.
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Final Designs

Keep
the net
neutral.

About

News

Donate

Petition

“Those who deny freedom to others,
deserve it not for themselves”

Keep the
net neutral.

- Abraham Lincoln

Keep the net neutral.
It’s one of your freedoms.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open—
it democratizes media making and ensures that internet
service providers can’t block online speech. In the absence
of Net Neutrality protections, media consolidation will only
accelerate the silencing of voices that are independent,
diverse and responsive to community concerns.

Keep
the net
neutral.

Contact your senator!
E-mail Address
Zip Code

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open—
enabling anyone to share and access information of
their choosing without interference from companies
like AT&T, Comcast and Verizon.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open—
it democratizes media making and ensures that

internet service providers can’t block online speech.
In the absence of Net Neutrality protections, media
consolidation will only accelerate the silencing of

Keep
the net
neutral.

voices that are independent, diverse and responsive to
community concerns.

About

News

Donate

Petition

Help save Net Neutrality,
Contact your Senator!

No neutrality?
No liberty.

Contacting your senator is one of the easiest
ways that you can help save Net Neutrality. It’s as
simple as writing a letter, an email, or giving them
a quick phone call. It takes 5 minutes, and it really
does help our cause. We need all the help that we
can get if we want a free internet.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet

Keep
the net
neutral.
P r e s e r ve yo u r r i g h t s ,
especially online.
Net Neutrality keeps the internet
free and open—
it democratizes media making

free and open—enabling anyone to

and ensures that internet service

share and access information of

providers can’t block online speech.

their choosing without interference
from companies like AT&T, Comcast

In the absence of Net Neutrality
protections, media consolidation will

and Verizon.

only accelerate the silencing of voices
that are independent, diverse and
responsive to community concerns.

Call
614-466-7041
Postage
Senate Building
1 Capitol Square
Ground Floor
Columbus, OH 43215
E-Mail
VernonSykes@Ohio.gov

Keep
the net
neutral.

Keep
the net
neutral.

F re e P re s s . n e t

FreePress.net

Campaign for Good
Saving Net Neutrality
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Final Designs

Keep
the net
neutral.
P r e s e r ve yo u r r i g h t s ,
especially online.
Net Neutrality keeps the internet
free and open—
it democratizes media making

Keep
the net
neutral.
No neutrality?
No liberty.
free and open—enabling anyone to
share and access information of

In the absence of Net Neutrality
protections, media consolidation will

It’s one of your freedoms.

Net Neutrality keeps the internet

and ensures that internet service
providers can’t block online speech.

their choosing without interference
from companies like AT&T, Comcast
and Verizon.

only accelerate the silencing of voices
that are independent, diverse and
responsive to community concerns.

Keep
the net
neutral.
Net Neutrality keeps the internet free and open —
enabling anyone to share and access information of
their choosing without interference from companies
like AT&T, Comcast and Verizon.

Campaign for Good
Saving Net Neutrality
Nicholas Paolucci
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Description
Overview
The goal of the project is to generate an
informational kiosk about a designer or a
design movement from the late nineteenth
or twentieth century. The kiosk is meant
to celebrate the designer or movement at
a design conference. The kiosk is created
at 1/24th scale and features researched
information and images.
The topic chosen for the kiosk is Brutalism
or New Brutalism, an architectural
movement that emerged in the nineteen
fifties following early modernism. The
purpose of the kiosk is to spread awareness
about Brutalism, and to pay tribute to the
architectural style and the ethics behind the
design decisions (or lack thereof) made by
the pioneers of early Brutalism.
Brutalism is the chosen topic because it
has an interesting history when compared
to other architectural movements. Brutalist
design philosophies follow function
rather than form, giving the buildings an
interesting and noticeable style in regards
to some of the other styles.
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Research
Brutalism Research
Much of the research done is on the
emergence of Brutalism and the general
history of the movement. This is used for
the main portion of reading on the kiosk.
The goal is to offer enough information to
give a passerby a good idea of what the
philosophy is behind the design movement.
Research is also done to find some of the
most defining characteristics of the period.
This so that the design of the kiosk can
mimic the design style of Brutalism. This
research is also used to give viewers more
information on what characteristics to look
for when determining if a building is of the
era or not.

Second Level Information
Another level of information displayed is
about the interior design of these buildings
and the appearance of Brutalism in
popular culture and films. These are some
of the interesting portions of the design
movements history, and offers some lighter
reading material.
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Content
Brutalist architecture, or New Brutalism,
is an architectural style which emerged
during the 1950s in Great Britain, among
the reconstruction projects of the post-war
era. Brutalist buildings are characterized
by minimalist constructions that showcase
the bare building materials and structural
elements over decorative design. The style
commonly makes use of exposed concrete
or brick, angular geometric shapes and a
predominantly monochrome color palette;
other materials, such as steel, timber and
glass, are also featured. Descending from
the modernist movement, Brutalism is said
to be a reaction against the nostalgia of
architecture in the 1940s. Derived from
the Swedish phrase Brutalism, the term
“New Brutalism” was first used by British
architects Alison and Peter Smithson for
their pioneering approach to design. The
style was further popularized in a 1955
essay by architectural critic Reyner Banham,
who also associated the movement with
the French phrases béton brut (“raw
concrete”) and art brut (“raw art”). The
style, as developed by architects such as
the Smithsons and Hungarian- born Ernő
Goldfinger, was partly foreshadowed by
the work of other architects such as FrenchSwiss Le Corbusier, Estonian-American
Louis Kahn and Finnish Alvar Aalto.

Brutalism in Europe
In Great Britain, Brutalism was featured
in the design of utilitarian, low-cost social
housing influenced by socialist principles
and soon spread to other regions across
the world, including Asia, North America
and the Soviet Bloc. Brutalist designs
became most commonly used in the
design of institutional buildings, such as
universities, libraries, courts and city halls.
The popularity of the movement began
to decline in the late 1970s. Brutalism
has been polarizing historically; specific
buildings, as well as the movement as a
whole, have drawn a range of criticism
(often being described as “cold” or
“soulless”), but have also elicited support
from architects and local communities (with
many Brutalist buildings having become
cultural icons, sometimes obtaining listed
status). The movement has become a
subject of renewed interest. In 2006,
several Bostonian architects have called
for a rebranding of the style to “Heroic
architecture” to distance itself from the
negative connotation it has.
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Research
History

Characteristics

The legendary modernist architect, painter,
and theorist Le Corbusier could arguably
be considered the pioneer of Brutalist
architecture with the unveiling of his Unité
d’habitation apartments. First built in
Marseille, from 1947 to 1952, he utilized
raw concrete for this project as it aligned
with his belief in the truth of material and
the goals of modern and livable housing
for all. His utopian living design was
exceptionally popular in post-war Europe,
and he replicated the Unité d’habitation
four more times (in France and Germany);
while countless other architects drew
inspiration from his philosophy and form.
The Brutalist architectural style truly
became a worldwide phenomenon when
Le Corbusier was commissioned as a
master planner to design what would
be a “new” city, the city of Chandigarh,
India. From 1951 to 1957, Le Corbusier
and his team (Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew,
and Pierre Jeanneret) implemented his
vision of residential, commercial, and
industrial areas replete with parks and
public transportation; the crowning jewels
of which were the Palace of Assembly and
the High Court of Justice. Brutalism soon
became favored for its emphasis on social
progressivism, and due to governmental
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and institutional commissions around
the world the architectural style became
ubiquitous and exceptionally popular in
nearly every geographical context.

Coining the Term
Despite popular belief, the term “Brutalist”
does not stem from the architecture’s
aggressive geometries or repudiation
of ornamentation, but is actually borne
out of the description of the dominant
construction material of raw concrete; or,
in French, béton brut. British architectural
critic Reyner Banham is thought to
have coined the play on words when he
published the article The New Brutalism
in December 1955. His subsequent book
The New Brutalism: Ethic or Aesthetic,
published in 1966, only reinforced Brutalist
architecture’s cultural significance and
turned his terminology ubiquitous.

•
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Brutalist architecture is most often
characterized by the use of raw concrete
as a predominant external building
material. Modernist architects believed
that buildings should be truthful, and not
hide the construction of their form; thus
the use of raw concrete aligned with these
philosophies of honesty; displaying and
celebrating the imperfections of the form
used to mold the concrete. This material
is in direct contrast to the past prevailing
architectural style of Beaux-Arts that was
full of ornamentation and lavish decoration.
However, it is important to note that not all
concrete buildings are Brutalist, and not all
Brutalist buildings are concrete. Rather, it is
the reverence for the materials, interest in
the combination of modular and geometric
elements to form a singular whole, and goal
of egalitarianism that can be considered
the uniting characteristics found in Brutalist
architectural projects.
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Research
Popular Culture

Interior Design

From 1971’s A Clockwork Orange to
the future-thinking Blade Runner 2049,
Brutalism long has been the architectural
backdrop of dystopian aesthetics. Often
synonymous with urban decline due to
the unfair stigma surrounding the councilhousing residents and the stylistic shift
away from the tower-housing of Brutalism,
the architecture became an ideal choice
for directors and set designers trying to
evoke the violence, anarchy, and chaos
of the inner city. Additionally, perhaps
due to its stark similarities to the World
War II flak towers hastily constructed by
Nazi Germany in Hamburg and Vienna;
Brutalist architecture has been put to use
to symbolize the anxieties of modern life, a
shockingly new yet relentlessly glum home
for the menaces of society.

While the exterior of Brutalist inspired
buildings may have seemed menacing
and cold to passerby, the interiors were
an entirely different story. Most Brutalist
buildings had some of the most current and
up-to-date interiors at the time. Buildings
with bare steel and cold concrete on the
outside would fashion brightly colored
wallpaper with the sleek furniture of the
60s and 70s. Some of the buildings still
don the same interior today that they did
50 to 60 years ago. This may seem like
an odd dichotomy, but the outsides of
the buildings were mostly meant to save
money because of what it cost countries to
go to war. This made the indoors available
to be decorated for comfort, which would
have been a main goal for the interiors of
the buildings. This creates an interesting
dynamic for Brutalist buildings where the
inside has such a large contrast to the
outside of the building, such that it may not
even seem like the same building.
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Research
Construction

Materials

The kiosk is meant to be constructed out
of poured concrete. This brings up a few
options when it comes to displaying images
and text. Because the surface of concrete
can’t be printed on, the kiosk needs to have
another method to show information.
The kiosk is equipped with six large
glass panels that can be used to display
the necessary content. These panels are
fastened to the concrete with steel rods.
This gives the viewer an interesting layering
effect, because of the concrete behind the
tinted glass. It also references the exposed
elements of Brutalist architecture.
The heading of the kiosk is displayed
at a much greater size than the other
typography on the North wall of
the display. It is inscribed into the concrete
to give the rough industrial style that
Brutalism carries.

The materials chosen were poured
concrete, steel, and glass. The decision to
use steel, glass, and poured concrete to
display the information was made because
these are popular materials for the period.
The texture was created by studying
reference images of poured concrete and
Brutalist structures.
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Branding
Chosen Colors
The colors chosen for the kiosk are not as
important as the other design decisions.
For this reason, the initial colors chosen
were black and white.
The color choices evolved with the other
design decisions, such as finding different
materials to consider. This, in turn, ended
with the colors being the option with the
most contrast for the dark glass they are
printed on. The end product has white text
on a mostly opaque glass panel.
Images are shown in color or black and
white depending on the content they
are paired with. The history panel and
characteristics panel has black and white
images to project a feeling of time passed
or nostalgia, while the popular culture and
interior design panels have bright images
to reflect current times and the interiors.
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Branding
Chosen Typefaces
The typeface chosen for the kiosk is
Helvetica. Helvetica is used because it
was created around the same time that
Brutalism was being popularized. The
typeface is also closely related to the
International Typographic Style, which
shares many of the same values that
Brutalist architects held.
Helvetica is a highly legible typeface,
which reflects the functional elements of
Brutalism. Where Brutalist buildings were
meant to be functional, Helvetica follows
the same ideals. This makes Helvetica a
perfect choice for the kiosk, because it’s
related in time period and also because of
its purely use based design fundamentals.
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Aktiv Grotesk Bold
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Helvetica Regular
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Helvetica Light
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Helvetica Light Oblique
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
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Initial Designs
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Elevation Views
Plan View
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Elevation Views
North View (With Designs)

C o i n i n g T h e Te r m

Overview

History

Despite popular belief, the term “Brutalist” does not stem from

Brutalist architecture, or Brutalism as it is sometimes called,

The legendary modernist architect, painter, and theorist

the High Court of Justice. Brutalism soon became favored for

the architecture’s aggressive geometries or repudiation of

is an architectural style that emerged internationally in the

Le Corbusier could arguably be considered the pioneer of

its emphasis on social progressivism, and due to governmental

ornamentation, but is actually borne out of the description of the

mid-twentieth century, gaining popularity in the 1950s and

Brutalist architecture with the unveiling of his Unité d’habitation

and institutional commissions around the world the architectural

dominant construction material of raw concrete; or, in French,

continuing until the 1980s. In the post-war reconstruction

apartments. First built in Marseille, from 1947 to 1952, he

style became ubiquitous and exceptionally popular in nearly

béton brut. British architectural critic Reyner Banham is thought

period and subsequent building boom it can be said to merge

utilized raw concrete for this project as it aligned with his belief

every geographical context.

to have coined the play on words when he published the article

some of the architectural cues of the International style, the

in the truth of material and the goals of modern and livable

The New Brutalism in December 1955. His subsequent book

name given to the architecture of modernism beginning with Le

housing for all. His utopian living design was exceptionally

The New Brutalism: Ethic or Aesthetic, published in 1966, only

Corbusier; with industrial techniques and materials. Stylistically

popular in post-war Europe, and he replicated the Unité

reinforced Brutalist architecture’s cultural significance and

it is characterized by angular block-like forms and exposed raw

d’habitation four more times (in France and Germany); while

turned his terminology into common parlance.

materials, most often concrete, resulting in a stark appearance,

countless other architects drew inspiration from his philosophy

especially when the surface weathers to a harsh gray. Often

and form. The Brutalist architectural style truly became a

preferred for institutional commissions such as civic buildings,

worldwide phenomenon when Le Corbusier was commissioned

Balfron Tower, Ernő Goldfinger, 1967
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libraries and law courts, Brutalism has been the source of

as a master planner to design what would be a “new” city, the

much controversy and public unpopularity since it is often

city of Chandigarh, India. From 1951 to 1957, Le Corbusier

unfavorably compared with the more ornate and decorative

and his team (Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew, and Pierre Jeanneret)

neo-classical style that preceded it for public edifices. However,

implemented his vision of residential, commercial, and

the prevalence of this new international style has lead to many

industrial areas replete with parks and public transportation;

cultural and architectural icons.

the crowning jewels of which were the Palace of Assembly and

Atlanta-Fulton Public Library System, Marcel Breuer, 1980
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Elevation Views
East View (With Designs)

Inter ior D esign
While the exterior of Brutalist inspired buildings may have
seemed menacing and cold to passerby, the interiors were an
entirely different story. Most Brutalist buildings had some of
the most current and up-to-date interiors at the time. Buildings
with bare steel and cold concrete on the outside would fashion
brightly colored wallpaper with the sleek furniture of the 60s
and 70s. Some of the buildings still don the same interior
today that they did 50 to 60 years ago.This may seem like an
odd dichotomy, but the outsides of the buildings were mostly
meant to save money because of what it cost countries to go
to war. This made the indoors available to be decorated for
comfort, which would have been a main goal for the interiors
of the buildings. This creates an interesting dynamic for
Brutalist buildings where the inside has such a large contrast
to the outside of the building that it may not even seem
like the same building.
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Popular Culture
From 1971’s A Clockwork Orange to the future-thinking
Blade Runner 2049, brutalism long has been the architectural
backdrop of dystopian aesthetics. Often synonymous with
urban decline due to the unfair stigma surrounding the
council-housing residents and the stylistic shift away from
the tower-housing of brutalism, the architecture became an
ideal choice for directors and set designers trying to evoke
the violence, anarchy, and chaos of the inner city. Additionally,
perhaps due to its stark similarities to the World War II flak
towers hastily constructed by Nazi Germany in Hamburg and
Vienna; brutalist architecture has been put to use to symbolize
the anxieties of modern life, a shockingly new yet relentlessly
glum home for the menaces of the society.
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Elevation Views
West View (With Designs)

Characteristics
Brutalist architecture is most often characterized by the use
of raw concrete as a predominant external building material.
Modernist architects believed that buildings should be truthful,
and not hide the construction of their form; thus the use of raw
concrete aligned with these philosophies of honesty; displaying
and celebrating the imperfections of the form used to mold the
concrete. This material is in direct contrast to the past prevailing
architectural style of Beaux-Arts that was full of ornamentation
and lavish decoration. However, it is important to note that not
all concrete buildings are brutalist, and not all brutalist buildings
are concrete. Rather, it is the reverence for the materials, interest
in the combination of modular and geometric elements to
form a singular whole, and goal of egalitarianism that can be
considered the uniting characteristics found in most instances
of Brutalist architecture.
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Description
Overview
The goal of this project is to create a mailer
for a chosen company. The details of the
project can be decided by the student.
Mailers should be able to fit into a standard
postage format, and they should be selfcontained. This requires the mailer to be
a design that uses itself as the mailing
apparatus and can be sent by itself.
Research existing self-mailers, color, form,
imagery, typography, designs that fold.
A Process book showing documented
research, ideation, sketches, and final
designs is also due.
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Research
SpaceX Goals and Mission

Important Dates

SpaceX designs, manufactures and
launches advanced rockets and spacecraft.
The company was founded in 2002 to
revolutionize space technology, with the
ultimate goal of enabling people to live on
other planets.

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcon 9
Commercial Crew In-Flight Abort Test

TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite

January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon 9
rocket to launch 60 satellites for Starlink

TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A
communications satellite for Turksat

Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket
expected to launch the fifth batch of 60
Starlink 5A Satellites

August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the U.S.
Air Force’s third-generation satellite

As one of the world’s fastest growing
providers of launch services, SpaceX has
secured over 100 missions to its manifest,
representing over $12 billion on contract.
These include commercial satellite launches
as well as US government missions.
SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is flying
numerous cargo resupply missions to the
space station under a series of Commercial
Resupply Services contracts. Dragon was
designed
from the outset to carry humans to space
and will soon fly astronauts under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program.

Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew
Dragon Demo 2 test flight
March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational
Cargo Delivery Flight to the ISS
Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of
the SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE

August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will launch
a Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply to the ISS
November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
Sentinel 6A or Jason-CS A Satellites
Late 2020, TBD - Falcon Heavy launching
the AFSPC 44 mission for the U.S. Air Force

Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
U.S. Air Force’s satellite

Building on the achievements of Falcon 9
and Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on
a next generation of fully reusable launch
vehicles that will be the most powerful ever
built, capable of carrying humans to Mars
and other destinations in the solar system.
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Research
Falcon 9

Falcon Heavy

Starship

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed
and manufactured by SpaceX for the
reliable and safe transport of satellites and
the Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Falcon 9
is the first orbital class rocket capable of
reflight. SpaceX believes rocket revusability
is the key breakthrough needed to reduce
the cost of access to space and enable
people to live on other planets.

Falcon Heavy is the most powerful
operational rocket in the world by a factor
of two. With the ability to lift into orbit
nearly 64 metric tons (141,000 lb)---a mass
greater than a 737 jetliner loaded with
passengers, crew, luggage and fuel--Falcon
Heavy can lift more than twice the payload
of the next closest operational vehicle, the
Delta IV Heavy, at one-third the cost.

Falcon 9 was designed from the ground
up for maximum reliability. Falcon 9’s
simple two-stage configuration minimizes
the number of separation events -- and
with nine first-stage engines, it can safely
complete its mission even in the event of an
unplanned engine shutdown.

Its first stage is composed of three Falcon
9 nine-engine cores whose 27 Merlin
engines together generate more than 5
million pounds of thrust at liftoff, equal
to approximately eighteen 747 aircraft.
Only the Saturn V moon rocket, last flown
in 1973, delivered more payload to orbit.
and will soon fly astronauts under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program.

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super
Heavy rocket (collectively referred to
as Starship) represent a fully reusable
transportation system designed to carry
both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the
Moon, Mars and beyond. Starship will be
the world’s most powerful launch vehicle
ever developed, with the ability to carry in
excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth orbit.
Drawing on an extensive history of launch
vehicle and engine development programs,
SpaceX has been rapidly iterating on
the design of Starship with orbital-flight
targeted for 2020.

Falcon 9 made history in 2012 when it
delivered Dragon into the correct orbit for
rendezvous with the International Space
Station, making SpaceX the first commercial
company ever to visit the station. Since
then Falcon 9 has made numerous trips to
space, delivering satellites to orbit as well
as delivering and returning cargo from the
space station for NASA. Falcon 9, along
with the Dragon spacecraft, was designed
from the outset to deliver humans into
space and under an agreement with NASA,
SpaceX is actively working toward this goal.
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Building on the achievements of Falcon 9
and Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on
a next generation of fully reusable launch
vehicles that will be the most powerful ever
built, capable of carrying humans to Mars
and other destinations in the solar system.

Dragon
Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed
to deliver both cargo and people to
orbiting destinations. Currently Dragon
carries cargo to space, but it was designed
from the beginning to carry humans. The
first demonstration flight under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program launched on
March 2, 2019 at 2:49 a.m. ET. The Dragon
spacecraft successfully docked with the
space station ahead of schedule at 6:02
a.m. ET on March 3, 2019, becoming
the first American spacecraft in history to
autonomously dock with the ISS.
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Branding
Considered Typefaces
The typefaces considered were meant to
look futuristic, and so some are monospace
typefaces, and many have wide letterforms.
Some were meant to look like they were
computer terminal code.

Rockwell Bold

Larabiefont

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Source Code Pro

Optima

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Roboto Medium
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Chosen Typefaces
The final typeface chosen was Brandon
Grotesk. This is the typeface SpaceX
uses for it’s branding. It helped make the
design look more like SpaceX’s style. This
typeface was clean and readable, especially
when the letter forms where so small.
Even though the initial idea was to use a
typeface with serifs, this typeface was a
better choice for branding.

Brandon Grotesk Bold
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Brandon Grotesk Regular
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Brandon Grotesk Light
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLlMmNn
OoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz
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Branding
Considered Colors
The colors considered where a red,
that ended up being to difficult to read
when paired with black. The other colors
considered were SpaceX’s branding colors.
This color was difficult to read when paired
with gray values, so a black overlay was
used underneath the smaller typography.

Chosen Colors
The final colors chosen were SpaceX’s
branding colors. This made the mailer
look more like it was created by SpaceX.
Choosing one color also made the design
more cohesive. Visually, the chosen colors
tied the designs into the actual company.
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Meet the Fleet
SpaceX

Falcon 9

Falcon Heavy

SpaceX designs, manufactures and
launches advanced rockets and spacecraft. The company was founded in 2002
to revolutionize space technology, with the

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed
and manufactured by SpaceX for the re-

Falcon Heavy is the most powerful operational rocket in the world by a fac-

liable and safe transport of satellites and
the Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Falcon 9

tor of two. With the ability to lift into
orbit nearly 64 metric tons (141,000

ultimate goal of enabling people to live on
other planets.

is the first orbital class rocket capable of
reflight. SpaceX believes rocket reusability
is the key breakthrough needed to reduce

lb)---a mass greater than a 737 jetliner
loaded with passengers, crew, luggage
and fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more

the cost of access to space and enable
people to live on other planets.

than twice the payload of the next
closest operational vehicle, the Delta

Falcon 9 was designed from the ground up
for maximum reliability. Falcon 9’s simple

IV Heavy, at one-third the cost. Falcon
Heavy draws upon the proven heritage
and reliability of Falcon 9.

As one of the world’s fastest growing
providers of launch services, SpaceX has
secured over 100 missions to its manifest,
representing over $12 billion on contract.
These include commercial satellite launches as well as US government missions.
SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is flying
numerous cargo resupply missions to the
space station under a series of Commercial Resupply Services contracts. Dragon
was designed from the outset to carry humans to space and will soon fly astronauts
under NASA’s Commercial Crew Program.

two-stage configuration minimizes the
number of separation events -- and with
nine first-stage engines, it can safely
complete its mission even in the event of
an engine shutdown.

Its first stage is composed of three
Falcon 9 nine-engine cores whose 27
Merlin engines together generate more
than 5 million pounds of thrust at
liftoff, equal to approximately eighteen
747 aircraft. Only the Saturn V moon
rocket, last flown in 1973, delivered

Building on the achievements of Falcon 9
and Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on a

more payload to orbit. Falcon Heavy
was designed from the outset to carry

next generation of fully reusable launch
vehicles that will be the most powerful
ever built, capable of carrying humans to

humans into space and restores the
possibility of flying missions with crew
to the Moon or Mars.

Mars and other destinations in the solar
system.

Launch
Dates
2020 SpaceX Calendar

Mission
SpaceX designs, manufactures and launches advanced rockets and spacecraft. The company was founded
in 2002 to revolutionize space technology, with the ultimate goal of enabling people to live on other
planets.
As one of the world’s fastest growing providers of launch services, SpaceX has secured over 100 missions
to its manifest, representing over $12 billion on contract. These include commercial satellite launches as
well as US government missions. SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is flying numerous cargo resupply missions to
the space station under a series of Commercial Resupply Services contracts. Dragon was designed from the
outset to carry humans to space and will soon fly astronauts under NASA’s Commercial Crew.

Launch Schedule

Meet the Fleet

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9 Commercial

Falcon 9

Crew Test
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon 9 rocket to
launch 60 satellites for SpaceX’s Starlink 3
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket expected
to launch the fifth batch of 60 Satellites for
Starlink 4
Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew Dragon
Demo 2 test
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational Cargo

SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE

Falcon Heavy is the most powerful operational rocket
in the world by a factor of two. With the ability to lift
into orbit nearly 64 metric tons (141,000 lb)---a mass
greater than a 737 jetliner loaded with passengers,
crew, luggage and fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more

Falcon Heavy draws upon the proven heritage and
reliability of Falcon 9.

Dragon

Cape Canaveral, Florida
Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S.
Air Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite for the

Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed to deliver
both cargo and people to orbiting destinations. It is
the only spacecraft currently flying that is capable
of returning significant amounts of cargo to Earth.
Currently Dragon carries cargo to space, but it was designed from the beginning to carry humans. The first
demonstration flight under NASA’s Commercial Crew

South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida

Program launched on March 2, 2019 at 2:49 a.m. ET.

TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A

Starship

communications satellite for Turksat
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S. Air
Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will launch a
Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply mission to the
International Space Station

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super Heavy rocket
(collectively referred to as Starship) represent a fully
reusable transportation system designed to carry
both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the Moon, Mars
and beyond. Starship will be the world’s most powerful launch vehicle ever developed, with the ability to
carry in excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth orbit.

November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Sentinel

Drawing on an extensive history of launch vehicle and
engine development programs, SpaceX has been rapidly
iterating on the design of Starship with orbital-flight

6A

targeted for 2020.

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

through needed to reduce the cost of access to space
and enable people to live on other planets.

than twice the payload of the next closest operational vehicle, the Delta IV Heavy, at one-third the cost.

Delivery Flight
Cape Canaveral, Florida

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9
Commercial Crew In-Flight Abort Test

satellites and the Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Falcon
9 is the first orbital class rocket capable of reflight.
SpaceX believes rocket reusability is the key break-

Falcon Heavy

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the

Schedule

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed and manufactured by SpaceX for the reliable and safe transport of

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon 9
rocket to launch 60 satellites for SpaceX’s
Starlink 3
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket
expected to launch the fifth batch of 60
Satellites for Starlink 4

Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew

Dragon

Starship

Dragon Demo 2 test flight
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational Cargo
Delivery Flight to the ISS
Cape Canaveral, Florida
Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE
Cape Canaveral, Florida
Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of
the U.S. Air Force’s third-generation
navigation satellite for the Global
Positioning System.
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite

Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed to deliver both cargo and people

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super
Heavy rocket (collectively referred to

to orbiting destinations. It is the only
spacecraft currently flying that is capa-

as Starship) represent a fully reusable
transportation system designed to car-

ble of returning significant amounts of
cargo to Earth. Currently Dragon carries cargo to space, but it was designed

ry both crew and cargo to Earth orbit,
the Moon, Mars and beyond. Starship
will be the world’s most powerful

from the beginning to carry humans. The
first demonstration flight under NASA’s

launch vehicle ever developed, with the
ability to carry in excess of 100 metric

Commercial Crew Program launched on
March 2, 2019 at 2:49 a.m. ET. The Dragon
spacecraft successfully docked with the

tonnes to Earth orbit. Drawing on an
extensive history of launch vehicle and
engine development programs, SpaceX

space station ahead of schedule at 6:02
a.m. ET on March 3, 2019, becoming the

has been rapidly iterating on the
design of Starship with orbital-flight

first American spacecraft in history to
autonomously dock with the International
Space Station.

targeted for 2020.

for the South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida
communications satellite for Turksat
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the U.S.
Air Force’s third-generation navigation
satellite for the Globel Positioning System
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will launch
a Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply mission to
the International Space Station
Cape Canaveral, Florida
November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
Sentinel 6A or Jason-CS A Satellites
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California
Late 2020, TBD - Falcon Heavy launching
the AFSPC 44 mission for the U.S. Air Force
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

SpaceX 2020

TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A
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2020 Launch Dates
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January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9 Commercial
Crew Test
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon 9 rocket
to launch 60 satellites for SpaceX’s Starlink 3
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket expected
to launch the fifth batch of 60 Satellites for
Starlink 4
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida
Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew Dragon
Demo 2 test
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational Cargo
Delivery Flight
Cape Canaveral, Florida
Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE
Cape Canaveral, Florida
Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S.
Air Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite for the
South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A
communications satellite for Turksat
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S. Air
Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will launch a
Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply mission to the
International Space Station
Cape Canaveral, Florida
November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
Sentinel 6A
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Falcon 9

Dragon

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed and manufac-

Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed to deliver

tured by SpaceX for the reliable and safe transport of

both cargo and people to orbiting destinations. It is

satellites and the Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Falcon

the only spacecraft currently flying that is capable

9 is the first orbital class rocket capable of reflight.

of returning significant amounts of cargo to Earth.

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

SpaceX believes rocket reusability is the key break-

Currently Dragon carries cargo to space, but it was

through needed to reduce the cost of access to space

designed from the beginning to carry humans. The

and enable people to live on other planets..

first demonstration flight under NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program launched on March 2, 2019 at 2:49
a.m. ET. The Dragon spacecraft successfully docked
with the space station ahead of schedule at 6:02 a.m.
ET on March 3, 2019, becoming the first American
spacecraft in history to autonomously dock with the
International Space Station.

Falcon Heavy
Falcon Heavy is the most powerful operational
rocket in the world by a factor of two. With the
ability to lift into orbit nearly 64 metric tons
(141,000 lb)---a mass greater than a 737 jetliner loaded with passengers, crew, luggage and
fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more than twice
the payload of the next closest operational vehicle, the Delta IV Heavy, at one-third the cost.
Falcon Heavy draws upon the proven heritage
and reliability of Falcon 9.

Starship
SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super Heavy rocket

Launch Calendar

2020 Launch Calendar

Initial Designs

(collectively referred to as Starship) represent a fully
reusable transportation system designed to carry
both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the Moon, Mars
and beyond. Starship will be the world’s most powerful launch vehicle ever developed, with the ability to
carry in excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth orbit.
Drawing on an extensive history of launch vehicle
and engine development programs, SpaceX has been
rapidly iterating on the design of Starship with orbital-flight targeted for 2020.
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to orbiting destinations. It is the only
spacecraft currently flying that is capable of returning significant amounts of
cargo to Earth. Currently Dragon carries
cargo to space, but it was designed from
the beginning to carry humans. The
first demonstration flight under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program launched on
March 2, 2019 at 2:49 a.m. ET. The Dragon spacecraft successfully docked with
the space station ahead of schedule at
6:02 a.m. ET on March 3, 2019, becoming

Initial Designs

the first American spacecraft in history

SpaceX

to autonomously dock with the International Space Station.

SpaceX designs, manufactures and
launches advanced rockets and spacecraft. The company was founded in 2002
to revolutionize space technology, with
the ultimate goal of enabling people to
live on other planets.
As one of the world’s fastest growing

Meet the Fleet

providers of launch services, SpaceX has
secured over 100 missions to its man-

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed

January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon
9 rocket to launch 60 satellites for

and manufactured by SpaceX for the

SpaceX’s Starlink 3

as Starship) represent a fully reusable

reliable and safe transport of satellites

flying numerous cargo resupply missions
to the space station under a series of

transportation system designed to carry
both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the

and the Dragon spacecraft into orbit.
Falcon 9 is the first orbital class rocket

Commercial Resupply Services contracts.
Dragon was designed from the outset

Moon, Mars and beyond. Starship will be

capable of reflight. SpaceX believes rock-

the world’s most powerful launch vehicle

et reusability is the key breakthrough

Satellites for Starlink 4

to carry humans to space and will soon

ever developed, with the ability to carry

needed to reduce the cost of access to

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

fly astronauts under NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program.

in excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth
orbit. Drawing on an extensive history

space and enable people to live on other
planets.

Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew

Falcon 9 was designed from the ground

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

million pounds of thrust at liftoff, equal
to approximately eighteen 747 aircraft.

March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational

Only the Saturn V moon rocket, last

Cargo Delivery Flight to the ISS

flown in 1973, delivered more payload to

-- and with nine first-stage engines, it

Cape Canaveral, Florida

can safely complete its mission even in
the event of an engine shutdown.

orbit. Falcon Heavy was designed from
the outset to carry humans into space

Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of

and restores the possibility of flying

the SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE

missions with crew to the Moon or Mars.

Building on the achievements of Falcon 9

of launch vehicle and engine develop-

and Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on a

ment programs, SpaceX has been rapidly
iterating on the design of Starship with
orbital-flight targeted for 2020.

ever built, capable of carrying humans to
Mars and other destinations in the solar
system.

missions. SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is
flying numerous cargo resupply missions
to the space station under a series of
Commercial Resupply Services contracts.
Dragon was designed from the outset
to carry humans to space and will soon
fly astronauts under NASA’s Commercial
Crew Program.
Building on the achievements of Falcon 9
and Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on a
next generation of fully reusable launch
vehicles that will be the most powerful
ever built, capable of carrying humans to

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed
and manufactured by SpaceX for the
reliable and safe transport of satellites
and the Dragon spacecraft into orbit.

both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the
Moon, Mars and beyond. Starship will be

Falcon 9 is the first orbital class rocket
capable of reflight. SpaceX believes rock-

the world’s most powerful launch vehicle
ever developed, with the ability to carry
in excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth
orbit. Drawing on an extensive history
of launch vehicle and engine develop-

et reusability is the key breakthrough
needed to reduce the cost of access to
space and enable people to live on other
planets.

ment programs, SpaceX has been rapidly
iterating on the design of Starship with
orbital-flight targeted for 2020.

Mars and other destinations in the solar
system.

Its first stage is composed of three Falcon 9 nine-engine cores whose 27 Merlin
engines together generate more than 5

TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite
for the South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A
communications satellite for Turksat

Dragon

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft de-

August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the U.S.

signed to deliver both cargo and people
to orbiting destinations. It is the only

Air Force’s third-generation navigation
satellite for the Globel Positioning
System

spacecraft currently flying that is capable of returning significant amounts of
cargo to Earth. Currently Dragon carries

Cape Canaveral, Florida

cargo to space, but it was designed from

August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will

the beginning to carry humans. The

launch a Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply

first demonstration flight under NASA’s
Commercial Crew Program launched on

mission to the International Space

March 2, 2019 at 2:49 a.m. ET. The Drag-

Cape Canaveral, Florida

on spacecraft successfully docked with
the space station ahead of schedule at

November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the

Station

Sentinel 6A or Jason-CS A Satellites

6:02 a.m. ET on March 3, 2019, becoming
the first American spacecraft in history

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

to autonomously dock with the International Space Station.

Late 2020, TBD - Falcon Heavy launching
the AFSPC 44 mission for the U.S. Air
Force
Kennedy Space Center, Florida

Schedule

Falcon Heavy
Falcon Heavy is the most powerful operational rocket in the world by a factor
of two. With the ability to lift into orbit
nearly 64 metric tons (141,000 lb)---a
mass greater than a 737 jetliner loaded
with passengers, crew, luggage and
fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more than
twice the payload of the next closest operational vehicle, the Delta IV Heavy, at
one-third the cost. Falcon Heavy draws
upon the proven heritage and reliability
of Falcon 9.

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9
Commercial Crew In-Flight Abort Test
Kennedy Space Center, Florida
January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon
9 rocket to launch 60 satellites for
SpaceX’s Starlink 3

Its first stage is composed of three Falcon 9 nine-engine cores whose 27 Merlin
engines together generate more than 5
million pounds of thrust at liftoff, equal
to approximately eighteen 747 aircraft.
Only the Saturn V moon rocket, last
flown in 1973, delivered more payload to
orbit. Falcon Heavy was designed from
the outset to carry humans into space
and restores the possibility of flying
missions with crew to the Moon or Mars.

Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of
the U.S. Air Force’s third-generation
navigation satellite for the Global
Positioning System.
Cape Canaveral, Florida

Launch
Dates

TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or
KMilSatCom 1 communications satellite
for the South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A
communications satellite for Turksat
Cape Canaveral, Florida
August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the U.S.
Air Force’s third-generation navigation
satellite for the Globel Positioning
System

2020 Launch Dates

Meet the Fleet

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9 Commercial Crew Test

Starship

SpaceX 2020
Launch Calendar
Cape Canaveral, Florida

August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will
launch a Dragon 2 on it’s first resupply
mission to the International Space
Station

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

SpaceX 2020
Launch Calendar
Dragon

January 20, 12:20PM GMT - Falcon 9 rocket to launch 60

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super Heavy rocket

satellites for SpaceX’s Starlink 3

(collectively referred to as Starship) represent a fully

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

reusable transportation system designed to carry

November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the
Sentinel 6A or Jason-CS A Satellites

Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket expected to launch the

both crew and cargo to Earth orbit, the Moon, Mars

fifth batch of 60 Satellites for Starlink 4

and beyond. Starship will be the world’s most power-

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

ful launch vehicle ever developed, with the ability to

Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew Dragon Demo 2 test

carry in excess of 100 metric tonnes to Earth orbit.

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

Drawing on an extensive history of launch vehicle

Crew Program launched on March 2, 2019 at 2:49

March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational Cargo Delivery Flight

and engine development programs, SpaceX has been

a.m. ET. The Dragon spacecraft successfully docked

Cape Canaveral, Florida

rapidly iterating on the design of Starship with orbit-

with the space station ahead of schedule at 6:02 a.m.

Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the SAOCOM 1B

al-flight targeted for 2020.

ET on March 3, 2019, becoming the first American

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Falcon 9 was designed from the ground
up for maximum reliability. Falcon 9’s

Late 2020, TBD - Falcon Heavy launching
the AFSPC 44 mission for the U.S. Air
Force

simple two-stage configuration minimizes the number of separation events
-- and with nine first-stage engines, it
can safely complete its mission even in

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

the event of an engine shutdown.

of Falcon 9.

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Cape Canaveral, Florida

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super
Heavy rocket (collectively referred to
as Starship) represent a fully reusable
transportation system designed to carry

Dragon Demo 2 test flight

Positioning System.

Middle March, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of
the SAOCOM 1B satellite for CONAE

Falcon 9

erational vehicle, the Delta IV Heavy, at
one-third the cost. Falcon Heavy draws
upon the proven heritage and reliability

navigation satellite for the Global

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Starship

twice the payload of the next closest op-

Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of

March 1, TBD - Falcon 9 Operational
Cargo Delivery Flight to the ISS

secured over 100 missions to its manifest, representing over $12 billion on
contract. These include commercial satellite launches as well as US government

simple two-stage configuration minimizes the number of separation events

fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more than

Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket
expected to launch the fifth batch of 60

the U.S. Air Force’s third-generation

Kennedy Space Center, Florida

As one of the world’s fastest growing
providers of launch services, SpaceX has

up for maximum reliability. Falcon 9’s

with passengers, crew, luggage and

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

Cape Canaveral, Florida

Early February, TBD - Falcon 9, Crew
Dragon Demo 2 test flight
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Kennedy Space Center, Florida

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

craft. The company was founded in 2002
to revolutionize space technology, with
the ultimate goal of enabling people to
live on other planets.

of two. With the ability to lift into orbit
nearly 64 metric tons (141,000 lb)---a
mass greater than a 737 jetliner loaded

Heavy rocket (collectively referred to

Late January, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket
expected to launch the fifth batch of 60
Satellites for Starlink 4

SpaceX designs, manufactures and
launches advanced rockets and space-

erational rocket in the world by a factor

Commercial Crew In-Flight Abort Test

ellite launches as well as US government

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

SpaceX

Falcon 9

Falcon Heavy
Falcon Heavy is the most powerful op-

January 18, 8:00AM - Falcom 9

missions. SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is

ifest, representing over $12 billion on
contract. These include commercial sat-

next generation of fully reusable launch
vehicles that will be the most powerful

SpaceX
2020

Starship

Schedule

Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed to deliver
both cargo and people to orbiting destinations. It is
the only spacecraft currently flying that is capable

of returning significant amounts of cargo to Earth.
Currently Dragon carries cargo to space, but it was
designed from the beginning to carry humans. The

first demonstration flight under NASA’s Commercial

spacecraft in history to autonomously dock with the

satellite for CONAE

International Space Station.

Cape Canaveral, Florida
Early April, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S. Air Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida
TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Anasis 2 or KMilSatCom 1

Launch
Dates
communications satellite for the South Korean Military.
Cape Canaveral, Florida

TBD- Falcon 9 launch of the Turksat 5A communications
satellite for Turksat

Cape Canaveral, Florida

August, TBD - Falcon 9 launch for the U.S. Air Force
Cape Canaveral, Florida

August 5, TBD - Falcon 9 rocket will launch a Dragon 2 on it’s
first resupply mission to the International Space Station
Cape Canaveral, Florida

November, TBD - Falcon 9 launch of the Sentinel 6A

Falcon Heavy

Falcon 9

Falcon Heavy is the most powerful operational

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed and manufac-

rocket in the world by a factor of two. With the
ability to lift into orbit nearly 64 metric tons
(141,000 lb)---a mass greater than a 737 jetliner loaded with passengers, crew, luggage and
fuel--Falcon Heavy can lift more than twice
the payload of the next closest operational vehicle, the Delta IV Heavy, at one-third the cost.
Falcon Heavy draws upon the proven heritage
and reliability of Falcon 9.

tured by SpaceX for the reliable and safe transport of
satellites and the Dragon spacecraft into orbit. Falcon
9 is the first orbital class rocket capable of reflight.
SpaceX believes rocket reusability is the key breakthrough needed to reduce the cost of access to space
and enable people to live on other planets..

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Dragon
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Dragon is a free-flying spacecraft designed to deliver both cargo and people
to orbiting destinations. It is the only
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spacecraft currently flying that is capa•
ble of returning significant amounts of
cargo to Earth. Currently Dragon carries
cargo to space, but it was designed from
the beginning to carry humans. The

105

destinations. It is the only spacecraft currently
flying that is capable of returning significant
amounts of cargo to Earth. Currently Dragon
carries cargo to space, but it was designed
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technology, with the ultimate goal of enabling

SpaceX’s Starship spacecraft and Super Heavy
rocket (collectively referred to as Starship)

Falcon 9 is a two-stage rocket designed and
manufactured by SpaceX for the reliable and

people to live on other planets.
As one of the world’s fastest growing providers

represent a fully reusable transportation system
designed to carry both crew and cargo to Earth

safe transport of satellites and the Dragon
spacecraft into orbit. Falcon 9 is the first orbital

of launch services, SpaceX has secured over 100
missions to its manifest, representing over $12
billion on contract. These include commercial

orbit, the Moon, Mars and beyond. Starship will
be the world’s most powerful launch vehicle ever

class rocket capable of reflight. SpaceX believes
rocket reusability is the key breakthrough needed

satellite launches as well as US government
missions. SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft is flying

developed, with the ability to carry in excess of
100 metric tonnes to Earth orbit. Drawing on an
extensive history of launch vehicle and engine

to reduce the cost of access to space and enable
people to live on other planets.

numerous cargo resupply missions to the space
station under a series of Commercial Resupply

development programs, SpaceX has been rapidly
iterating on the design of Starship with orbital-

Services contracts. Dragon was designed to carry
humans to space and will soon fly astronauts under
NASA’s Commercial Crew Program.

flight targeted for 2020.

Falcon 9 was designed from the ground up for
maximum reliability. Falcon 9’s simple two-stage
configuration minimizes the number of separation
events - and with nine first-stage engines, it can
safely complete its mission even in the event of an
engine shutdown.

Building on the achievements of Falcon 9 and
Falcon Heavy, SpaceX is working on a next
generation of fully reusable launch vehicles that
will be the most powerful ever built, capable of
carrying humans to Mars and other destinations in
the solar system.
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loaded with passengers, crew, luggage and fuel-Falcon Heavy can lift more than twice the payload
of the next closest operational vehicle, the Delta
IV Heavy, at one-third the cost. Falcon Heavy
draws upon the proven heritage and reliability of
the Falcon 9.
Its first stage is composed of three Falcon 9
nine-engine cores whose 27 Merlin engines
together generate more than 5 million pounds of
thrust at liftoff, equal to approximately eighteen
747 aircraft. Only the Saturn V moon rocket,
last flown in 1973, delivered more payload to
orbit. Falcon Heavy was designed from the
outset to carry humans into space and restores
the possibility of flying missions with crew to the
Moon or Mars.
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